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What type of flight training does ExecutiveFlight provide?
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Private Pilot Licence (PPL/LAPL license)
Night Qualification (NQ)
Airline transport pilot (frozen ATPL license)
Commercial Pilot (CPL license)
Instrument Rating (IR)
Multi-Engine Piston (MEP) Rating VFR en IFR
Multi Crew Coordination Course (MCC)
Flight instructor Ratings (FI, CRI, IRI)
English Language Proficiency Endorsement (LPE)
Typerating EXTRA500
Typerating Beech King-Air 90/100
Conversions from FAA/ICAO to EASA licenses
Conversions from EASA/ICAO to FAA licenses
On request: Bush-flying, Mountain rating and Aerobatics

What are the minimum educational requirements for Airline Pilot (ATPL)?
● HAVO/MBO4 (Dutch) high school level or a foreign equivalent with majors in
➢ Mathematics,
➢ Physics and
➢ English.
● International students can also contact the IDW, Information centre of Diploma
Validation. Tel: + 31 79-3217930 or www.idw.nl

What are the minimum educational requirements for Private Pilot License?
None

I do not have the required educational level. Now what?
If the assessment is OK and if you are motivated we will work with you to get you to the
required level during the PPL stage of your ATPL studies with a so called bridge course.
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Are there any girls that want to become a pilot?
Of course! At least 20% of our students are female today and their numbers are rising rapidly!

Is this a difficult study?
When your aptitude scores are accepted and you are motivated, you should be able to
complete the course.

What are the age limits?
● Minimum 17 years old at the start of the training
● Maximum 39 years old at the start of training (If you desire a career as an Air Transport
Pilot in a North-Western European airline)
Please note: For other areas of the world and for aviation careers like air-taxi pilot or
flight-instructor there are no real age limits.

What do I need to do to start?
For PPL just enroll. Check the Enrollment document.
For ATPL candidates our optional grading procedure has 6 stages.
After completion of the grading you need to enroll.

Where will I do my medical and what are the physical requirements?
We have several options in Holland and Belgium that are all suitable. Please read our Medical
FAQ.

I need glasses. Is that a problem?
Wearing glasses is no problem at all for commercial pilots, only for jetfighters. However,
maximum correction is +/- 6. Colour blindness is also a problem. Read our Medical FAQ.
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Please note: Exercise the utmost caution with laser treatments for your eyes as this treatment
can disqualify you!

I am 2.01 meters tall, will you accept me?
Length should be between 157,5 cm and 203 cm.
If you are longer than 190.5 cm your maximum allowable leg length is 130 cm.

When can I start my flight training with ExecutiveFlight Academy?
You can start anytime you like. No waiting!

How long does it take to become a pilot?
Between 18-24 months depending on your chosen training location, attitude, motivation,
monthly budget and the weather.

Where will I live?
Depending on your chosen training location either at home or a few nights a week inour very
affordable and clean housing near the Dutch-Belgian border. Budget lodging for the full
duration of your selected course(s) is of course also possible.

How on earth can I afford this?
There were several finance possibilities. ABN AMRO Bank is specialized in aviation student
loans. However the possibilities are very restricted now due to the financial crisis. We strongly
advise you to find money with your family/friends or by increasing the mortgage on your
(parents) house.
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